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a second life. What you might not know is that there are some gimmicks being played by some
companies and you could end up getting ripped off! A good amp kit is made of quality wiring
and includes all the basic items you need for most installation â€” including wiring with enough
length. Zip ties help keep the installation neat and hold wiring in place during installation. Crimp
terminals help you get a solid and reliable connection that can handle high power demands.
You need to try to anticipate having long enough wiring for your vehicle plus a small amount of
extra length if possible. That means a long enough power cable to reach from the battery
positive terminal and fuse holder to the amplifier along with the additional length that comes
from bends and curves. Similarly, the remote wire and RCA cables should be long enough too.
Longer wiring is fine and is a little bit of a bonus as it means you can move the amplifier to
different mounting locations if necessary. A good quality fuse holder is essentially all you really
need. However, there are a few differences that may fit your installation better than others. It can
also make a big difference as to how well it holds up over time due to vibration, heat, and
moisture. For example, lower-cost fuse holders like those in the picture above are found in
many budget amp kits. ANL rectangular, left and AGU rounded, right fuse holders are great and
allow you to easily see the fuse element in case it blows. Also, they look great! Rectangular fuse
holders and round glass-type fuse holders are nice and have a larger conductive area for
current to pass through. Additionally, they tend to be more resistant to moisture and dirt
entering them. For example, some amp kits sold as 8 gauge are in fact actually closer to 10
gauge or smaller wire. From the outside, it appears fine and legitimate. However, after stripping
the insulation off you can see that the wire itself is smaller than expected if you know what to
look for and the insulation is much larger than necessary. A comparison of true 4 AWG wire
center versus 2 fakes. Notice the size of the wire conductors vs. You might not be aware but
many products with braided wire like amp and speaker wire are no longer produced with pure
copper. Do be aware that aluminum wire can less flexible to a degree than pure copper wire but
it also depends greatly on the brand quality. I f you prefer to buy pure copper wire be sure to
look closely to avoid being misled by the labeling and advertisements used. I prefer pure copper
wire personally and recommend it for installations which will deliver very large amounts of
power and the current drawn will be very high. Ring terminals are included in some amplifier
kits and are fantastic for making a solid and reliable power connection for both the positive and
negative wiring cables. When in doubt, remember that many amps use a maximum size of 8 or 4
gauge wire. Using a larger wire than an amp requires is actually a waste of money and it can be
harder to deal with. All car amps have an efficiency rating which is because some electrical
current is wasted and turned into heat. Current Amps Wire Gauge AWG 2 80 4 46 8 33 10 We can
do a little bit of math to get a rough estimate in order to choose a safe size. Remember to
always use the Root Mean Square RMS ratings as those are the actual, realistic power ratings
that an amp should be able to actually provide to speakers. As you can see, a class D amplifier
uses less electrical current and can often use a smaller power wire size more than 10A in this
case! This is a wiring kit with an easy-to-install AGU fuse holder and some seriously good
wiring. The positive and negative power wires are made with copper-coated aluminum CCA
wiring to keep costs down but still remain highly flexible and installer-friendly. The AGU fuse
holder is simple to install as it just requires stripping off a small amount of the positive power
cable then inserting it into the fuse holder receptacle before tightening the fastening screw.
Both the wire insulation and fuse holder plastic housing look distinctively different and will
really set your installation apart. Want a great kit but need to keep costs down? Take my advice
and head on over to see the current price and wonderful reviews at Amazon now. Head over to
check it out and find the best price over at Amazon. A step above the others. Stinger has always

been known for its great installation wire, stereo installation kits, and a variety of aftermarket
items that are always some of the best you can buy. The SK is no exception. Much like the
larger NVX XKIT42 it features stretch wire loom for a clean installation and protection in the
engine compartment as well as a compact but high-conducting fuse holder. Conductors on the
connectors are tinned for corrosion resistance. RCA cables are shielded and audiophile-grade
and are 17 ft in length to accommodate nearly all installations. Your dream system is waiting for
you! It only takes a few seconds to find out why it's one of the best selling amp kits at Amazon
today. This kit by Belva is a great cost-cutting way to get good amp performance in your ride.
Thanks to the design installation is simple and requires no additional crimp contacts. Just take
it apart, strip your power wire, and insert it into the contact points. The fine wiring conductor
count also is a step above lesser brands. Excellent RCA cables, too! The SK is a kit I really like.
One major reason is that during installations, amp wiring with a pre-installed fuse holder like
this one made the installation process that much easier and faster. It uses a standard
automotive fuse to protect the positive wire from shorts. Included is everything else you need.
Not only that, but quality ring terminals are included for a really tight install and no
power-robbing poor connections on the battery and ground wiring. The wiring features
attractive matte insulation but what I really love about it is the RCA cables which feature
shielded twisted-pair wiring for reduced noise and excellent sound conductivity. Besides, they
just look great! Spend a few more dollars for a kit you can count on to avoid problems when it
comes time to install your system. Could you please tell me what amp kit to purchase? Hi there,
Charles. There are a few that would work well, but the KnuConcepts KCA 4 gauge kit seen here
is pretty good for the money. You may need to pick up some additional RCA cables, however,
depending on your particular system. What makes a good amp wiring kit? Avoid getting
scammed! A warning about wire quality What size amp kit do I need? This means that wire
manufactured and sold should be labeled according to this chart. Example Your comments are
welcome! Thank you for your assistance. Fantastic 4 ga. Check on Amazon. Belva BAK82 8
Gauge. Stinger SK 10 Gauge. High-quality 10 ga kit that won't let you down. This product is
temporarily out of stock and estimated date of arrival is unknown but you may order this item
today to reserve it. Quickly hook up your new vehicle stereo amplifier with a car amp wiring
package. They have everything to push the right amount of power to your speakers. Even the
best amps are only as good as the connectors. Car amplifier wiring kits from OnlineCarStereo.
We stock the best universal vehicle amplifier installation bundles plus kits that are specific to
certain amp brands and models. There are two primary types of kits. An amplifier power
connection kit consists of the power cable, ground cable, fuses and accessories for providing
the power it needs. Complete amplifier wiring kits also contain everything for connecting to
receivers and speakers. This may include RCA interconnects, speaker wire and turn-on wire.
The lower the gauge, the higher the amplifier wattage it can handle. A gauge wiring kit , on the
other hand, is suitable for watt applications such as an amplifier-woofer setup. Amplifier wires
with oxygen-free copper provide the highest-quality connections while copper-clad aluminum
wires are adequate for lower-power and budget applications. If you need help sorting through
the different installation options, call or email our car stereo experts. We are committed to
providing the best service so all you have to
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worry about is deciding what song to listen to. You can even get certified professional
installation at our brick-and-mortar stores. Amplifier Installation Amp Installation Kits. Boss
Audio. Amp Installation Kits. No matching products found. Pyle PLAM In Stock Usually ships
the same day. Special Order Item Estimated shipping time is weeks. Temporarily out of stock
Ship date unknown. Reserve Now. Out Of Stock Call us at for alternatives! Review this product.
Kicker 46CK4. Complete 4-gauge amplifier wiring kit â€” includes 2-channel patch cable and
speaker wire. Install Bay AK4. Power Acoustik AK Core Single Amplifier Connection System.
Risk Free! Order for this item is processed on a first come first served basis You can cancel the
order anytime, risk free Or, call us for alternatives at High-Quality Amp Wiring Accessories We
stock the best universal vehicle amplifier installation bundles plus kits that are specific to
certain amp brands and models. Recently Viewed. Recommended For You.

